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In re:

Nomi Network, Inc.

App. Ser. No.

85677459 for NOMI MADE FOR A BETTER LIFE, Class 35

Application Filed:

July 15, 2012

Applicant’s Request for Remand to Submit Newly Available Evidence
In accordance with 37 CFR § 2.142(d), Applicant Nomi Network, Inc. hereby submits this
request to suspend the instant appeal, including Applicant’s July 27, 2015 deadline to submit its
brief, and to remand its Application Ser. No. 85677459 to register NOMI MADE FOR A BETTER
LIFE in connection with "on-line retail services featuring clothing, excluding footwear, specially
made ...." (the “Application”) for further examination to allow Applicant to submit newly available
evidence. Specifically, Applicant seeks to submit the evidence attached hereto as Exhibit A (the
“New Evidence”), which shows how the applied-for mark is actually used in commerce in
connection with Applicant's services. As discussed in more detail below, Applicant was unable
to file the New Evidence prior to the appeal because it was not available at that time.
Argument
Generally speaking, the Board grants requests for remand to submit additional evidence
upon a showing of good cause. When determining whether good cause exists, the Board
considers the timing of the request for remand, whether the evidence sought to be entered was
available before the appeal was filed, and whether the evidence sought to be entered is
cumulative of evidence already in the record. Trademark Trial and Appeal Board Manual of
Procedure (“TBMP”), § 1207.02; see also In re Luxuria, s.r.o., 100 U.S.P.Q.2d 1146, 1147
(T.T.A.B. 2011). The earlier in the appeal process that an applicant files a request for remand,
the less necessary a showing of good cause. See TBMP, § 1207.02 (June 2015) (“Generally,
the later in the appeal proceeding that the request for remand is filed, the stronger the reason

that must be given for good cause to be found.”). Here, all factors weigh in favor of granting
Applicant's request for remand.
Applicant filed the Application under Section 1(b) of the Trademark Act, as Applicant had
not yet used the mark in commerce at the time the Application was submitted. On May 28,
2015, Applicant began to use the mark in commerce in connection with many of its goods and
services, including those that are the subject of this appeal. See Applicant’s Amendment to
Allege Use, filed July 23, 2015 (stating under penalty of perjury that Applicant first used mark in
commerce on the relevant services on May 28, 2015). However, Applicant filed the instant
notice of appeal on May 20, 2015, the last possible day to do so and eight days before Applicant
first used the mark in commerce in connection with the relevant services. Accordingly, the New
Evidence was not available and could not be made part of the record prior to the filing of the
Notice of Appeal because Applicant had not used the mark prior to the filing of the appeal.
Further, as there currently is no evidence showing Applicant’s use of the mark in the record, the
New Evidence is not cumulative.
Applicant’s request for remand also is timely, as Applicant seeks remand prior to the
final decision of the Board. See TBMP, § 1207.02 (stating a request for remand must be filed
before the Board renders a final decision on the appeal). In fact, Applicant seeks remand prior
to filing its opening brief in support of its appeal. See In re Powermat Inc., 105 U.S.P.Q.2d 1789,
1791 (T.T.A.B. 2013) (recognizing that request for remand for consideration of new evidence
filed same day as applicant’s appeal brief was granted); In re District of Columbia 101
U.S.P.Q.2d 1588, 1591 (T.T.A.B. 2012) (recognizing that good cause existed and request to
remand to submit additional evidence was granted when request was filed prior to the filing of
applicant’s brief). Because neither Applicant nor the Examining Attorney have filed their briefs in
support of their respective arguments in the appeal, granting the instant request for remand will
not unduly delay the proceedings nor prejudice the Examining Attorney.
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EXHIBIT A

Nomi Made for a Better Life™
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ACCESSORIES
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Cart (0) $0.00 USD

CONTACT

Welcome to our Store
Nomi Network is in business to create economic opportunities for survivors and women at risk of human trafficking. Every item you buy
provides jobs for survivors and helps end modern-day slavery. Thank you for visiting our store.

From Cambodia

Featured Products

From India

Madhubani Duffel Bag

Madhubani Wallet

Mermaid Weekender Bag

Mermaid Foldover Clutch

Inspired by the Northern
Indian folk art and drawn by
our girls, this du...

In partnership with Sak Saum,
this wallet combines the
mystical Northern In...

The trendy bowler shape bag
has found its way to Nomi
Network. Perfect for ...

Go from day to night using this
adorable clutch. Features a ziptop with ma...

$48.00

$35.00

$55.00

$25.00

Stay up to date and subscribe to our mailing
list
Click here to sign-up

About Nomi

Customer Service

Contact Us

Corporate Event Bags
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Nomi Made for a Better Life™
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APPAREL

MORE

ABOUT

Home » What is our mission?

What is our mission?
Our mission is to create economic
opportunities for survivors and women at risk
of trafficking by providing training, product
development, and marketing support.
Nomi Network began with a simple embrace from a young survivor of sexual
exploitation in Cambodia named Nomi. The founders of Nomi Network were inspired
by her story and named the non-profit organization for her and the millions of women
who are vulnerable to sex trafficking. Poverty is a root cause of sex trafficking, and the
impoverished village where Nomi lived is a destination for traffickers who prey on
vulnerable women.
Working with local rehabilitation homes, social enterprises and other nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) in Cambodia and India, Nomi Network assesses
capacity and then trains and equips women leaders in these communities to be able to
make quality, market ready products.

Who is the network? >>

Stay up to date and subscribe to our mailing
list
Click here to sign-up

About Nomi

Customer Service

Contact Us
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Nomi Made for a Better Life™
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Cart (0) $0.00 USD

CONTACT

Home » T-Shirts

T-Shirts
1

2

All Products

ˇ

Unisex Giraffes Tee in Grey

Unisex Elephants Tee in Grey

Women's Elephants Tee in
Navy

Women's Elephants Tee in
Grey

New additional to our popular
animal kingdom series. Unisex
cut with ¼ sl...

Inspired by the majestic and
powerful symbol, the elephant
design represe...

Inspired by the majestic and
powerful symbol, the elephant
design represe...

Inspired by the majestic and
powerful symbol, the elephant
design represe...

$28.00

$28.00

$28.00

$28.00

Sale

Unisex Face Tee in White

Women's Stitching India Tee in
White

Unisex Stamp Tee in Grey

Unisex Taxi Cab Tee in Black

Inspired by our India
program, the face represents
our trainees and their...

Inspired by our India sewing
program, this shirt represents
our women’s n...

Made for Better Life Stamp Tee
with distressed vintage finish.
Unisex cut...

Inspired by the retro taxi cabs
in Kolkata. Its distress finish
gives a v...

$28.00

$28.00

$28.00

$20.00

Unisex Elephants Tee in Navy

Children's Elephants Tee in
Navy

Children's Elephants Tee in
White

Women's Stitching India Tee in
Grey

Inspired by the majestic and
powerful symbol, the elephant
design represe...

Kids can help too! Allow your
little one to rock our elephant
tee and hel...

Kids can help too! Allow your
little one to rock our elephant
tee and he...

Inspired by our India sewing
program, this shirt represents
our women’s n...

$28.00

$25.00

$25.00

$28.00

Stay up to date and subscribe to our mailing
list
Click here to sign-up
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Nomi Made for a Better Life™
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Cart (0) $0.00 USD
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Home » Unisex Tee » Unisex Face Tee in White

Unisex Face Tee in White

›

$28.00
Quantity:

-

1

+

Size:
S

ˇ
ADD TO CART
DESCRIPTION

DETAILS

IMPACT

Inspired by our India program, the face represents our
trainees and their strength to overcome challenges and
start new lives.Our model, 5’ 9”, wears a size small. 100%
Organic Cotton. Unisex cut with ¼ sleeve. Designed in New
York. Made in India.

See more: Unisex T-Shirt
Share:

Tweet

Like

0

Tags: Apparel, Face, India, New Arrival, Organic, T-Shirt, Taxi Cab,
White, Wholesale
Previous

Next

Stay up to date and subscribe to our mailing
list
Click here to sign-up
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Nomi Made for a Better Life™
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Cart (0) $0.00 USD
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Home » T-Shirts » Children's Elephants Tee in White

Children's Elephants Tee in
White
$25.00
Quantity:

-

1

+

Size:
S

ˇ
ADD TO CART
DESCRIPTION

DETAILS

IMPACT

Kids can help too! Allow your little one to rock our elephant
tee and help to prevent other children from being
trafficked. Designed in New York. Made in India.
See more: Children's T-Shirt
Share:

Tweet

Like

0

Tags: Apparel, India, New Arrival, Organic, T-Shirt, White, Wholesale
Previous

Next

Stay up to date and subscribe to our mailing
list
Click here to sign-up
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Nomi Made for a Better Life™
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MORE
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Cart (0) $0.00 USD

CONTACT

Home » Women Tee » Women's Stitching India Tee in Grey

Women's Stitching India
Tee in Grey

›

$28.00
Quantity:

-

1

+

Size:
XS

ˇ
ADD TO CART

DESCRIPTION

DETAILS

IMPACT

Inspired by our India sewing program, this shirt represents
our women’s new beginnings and their journeys to
freedom. Our model, 5’ 9”, wears a small. 100% Organic
Cotton. Designed in New York. Made in India.

See more: Women's T-Shirt
Share:

Tweet

Like

0

Tags: Apparel, Gray, India, New Arrival, Organic, T-Shirt, Wholesale
Previous

Next

Stay up to date and subscribe to our mailing
list
Click here to sign-up
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Cart (0) $0.00 USD

CONTACT

Home » Unisex Tee » Madhubani Pocket Tee in Navy

›

Madhubani Pocket Tee in
Navy
$15.00
Quantity:

-

1

+

Size:
XS

ˇ
ADD TO CART

DESCRIPTION

DETAILS

IMPACT

Inspired by the Northern Indian folk art and painting
drawn by our girls, the faux pocket is decorated with
traditional Madhubani style, intricate detail and bird.
Our female model, 5’ 9”, wears a small. (Male model is 6’1”)
100% Organic Cotton. Unisex cut with ¼ sleeve. Designed in
New York. Made in India.

See more: Unisex T-Shirt
Share:

Tweet

Like

0

Tags: Apparel, India, Navy, New Arrival, Organic, T-Shirt,
Wholesale
Previous

Stay up to date and subscribe to our mailing
list
Click here to sign-up
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Customer Service

Contact Us

Corporate Event Bags
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Nomi Made for a Better Life™
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Cart (0) $0.00 USD

CONTACT

Home » Unisex Tee » Unisex Blue Elephants Tee in Black

Unisex Blue Elephants Tee
in Black

›

$28.00
Quantity:

-

1

+

Size:
S

ˇ
ADD TO CART
DESCRIPTION

DETAILS

IMPACT

Inspired by the majestic and powerful symbol, the elephant
design represents the Indian culture and our program. Our
T-shirt features a strong elephant that cares for and leads
the baby elephant to a new beginning. Our model, 6’ 1”,
wears a medium. 100% Organic Cotton. Unisex cut with ¼
sleeve. Designed in New York. Made in India.

See more: Unisex T-Shirt
Share:

Tweet

Like

0

Tags: Apparel, Elephants, India, New Arrival, Organic, T-Shirt, Wholesale
Previous

Next

Stay up to date and subscribe to our mailing
list
Click here to sign-up
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Cart (0) $0.00 USD
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Home » Tote Bags

Tote Bags
All Products

Double Zip Savorn Bag

Everyday Large Tote

Everyday Medium Tote

Heart Slogan Zip Tote

A chic new look for upcycling.
It is so popular that we keep
updating it in...

Our most popular shape in
aquatic fish prints. Durable
and perfect for the ...

Created and adapted from
your feedback, we made the
tote smaller without lo...

Inspired by our love for
mothers around the world,
Nomi’s slogan zip tote w...

$45.00

$35.00

$30.00

$30.00

Mermaid Everyday Large Tote

Slogan Zip Tote

When we saw the mermaid
print, we fell in love and so did
our customers. Du...

The “Buy Her Bag Not Her
Body” tote has been worn and
loved by many aboli...

$35.00

$30.00

Stay up to date and subscribe to our mailing
list
Click here to sign-up

ˇ
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Nomi Made for a Better Life™
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Cart (0) $0.00 USD

CONTACT

Home » Others » Zip Yoga Bag

›

Zip Yoga Bag
$26.99
Sorry, this product is sold out!
DESCRIPTION

DETAILS

IMPACT

Our new yoga bag fully protects your yoga mat using
colorful and environmentally friendly rice bag material.
Features full-length zipper, extra pocket with zipper, and
shoulder strap. Branded with Nomi Network's Buy Her Bag
Not Her Body signature label. Designed in New York. Made
in Cambodia with recycled rice bag material and nylon
strap.
See more: Yoga Bag
Share:

Tweet

Like

0

Tags: Bag, Dark Blue, Dark Pink, Fish, Kiwi, New Arrival,
Print, Rice Bag, Wholesale
Previous

Stay up to date and subscribe to our mailing
list
Click here to sign-up
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Nomi Made for a Better Life™
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MORE
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Cart (0) $0.00 USD

CONTACT

Home » Wallets » Double Zip Sorn Bon Wallet

›

Double Zip Sorn Bon
Wallet
$30.00
Quantity:

-

1

+

Color:
Light Blue

9
ADD TO CART

DESCRIPTION

DETAILS

IMPACT

Our new organizer wallet comes with extensive carrying
capacity. Fully equipped with two interior horizontal slip
pockets, six card holders, clear ID card window and a pen
holder. Includes an extra exterior zip compartment. The
interior is branded with Nomi Network’s Buy Her Bag Not
Her Body signature label. Exterior black zip closure.
Designed in New York. Made in Cambodia with recycled
rice bag material.
See more: Wallet
Share:

Tweet

Like

2

Tags: Dark Blue, Emerald, Kiwi, Light Blue, New Arrival,
Rice Bag, Wallet, Wholesale
Previous

Stay up to date and subscribe to our mailing
list
Click here to sign-up
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MORE
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Cart (0) $0.00 USD

CONTACT

Home » Tote Bags » Slogan Zip Tote

›

Slogan Zip Tote
$30.00
Quantity:

-

1

+

Color:
Dark Pink

ˇ
ADD TO CART

DESCRIPTION

DETAILS

IMPACT

The “Buy Her Bag Not Her Body” tote has been worn and
loved by many abolitionists since Nomi’s inception. Make
your statement today and help us to raise more awareness.
Made from cotton canvas that folds and zips into a small
pouch. The pouch turns into a pocket for additional
storage. Designed in New York. Made in Cambodia with
canvas and recycled rice bag material. Prints on recycled
portion may vary and wear off over a period of time due
to the nature of upcycling.
See more: Tote Bag
Share:

Tweet

Like

29

Tags: Bag, Blue, Dark Blue, Emerald, Kiwi, Light Blue, Pink,
Rice Bag, Slogan, Tote, Wholesale
Previous

Stay up to date and subscribe to our mailing
list
Click here to sign-up
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Donate to Nomi
Your donation gives survivors a second chance at living a full life.
All donations to Nomi Network are tax deductible. We appreciate your financial support!

give by check

How your funds will be used
Your donation will directly invest in job creation as well as support for the well being of women at risk and survivors of trafficking during training.
JOB CREATION
Provide the women of Nomi with a chance to learn vocational skills in order to secure jobs. Donations help us to provide women with: • job training • technical skills • leadership
development • introduction to entrepreneurship • program materials • education scholarships for their children
SAFETY AND HEALTH
By supporting women through this program, you are giving them an opportunity that empowers them to strive for a better future for themselves and their families. Donations help us to
provide women with: • safe transportation to and from training • health benefits • food during training sessions • stipend during training
PROGRESS
Our goal is to help our India program be fully sustainable without donor support by 2018. In addition, we will train more women in India using the Nomi Network curriculum and

launch our office in Cambodia by the end of 2014. In 2013 we: • Trained 190 women • Helped create over 295 jobs
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646-650-3520
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The Mission of Nomi

Aw shucks.
This video can’t be played with your current setup.
01:44

Nomi India Program from Nomi Network on Vimeo.

Ripple Effect
Mission Statement
Nomi Network’s mission is to create economic opportunities for survivors and women at risk of human trafficking by equipping them with leadership, entrepreneurship, and
production skills to become financially independent. When you were young, did you ever skip a stone across water? If you did, you will remember the spreading effect of the
ripples that one stone created in the water. The dictionary defines a ripple effect as “a situation in which one event causes a series of other events to happen; the continuing
and spreading results of an event or action experienced far beyond its immediate location.” There are many ways in which the ripple effect can take place. At Nomi, we
believe our ripple effect begins with the survivors that we train and partner with. We have seen that by helping one woman we are in turn helping her family as well as her
community.

Breaking the Cycle
The reality is that everyone purchases products tainted by modern-day slavery; according to the Department of Labor, 68% of raw materials such as cotton, cocoa and coffee
contain forced or child labor. Nomi's approach breaks this vicious cycle, addressing both sex and labor trafficking, by preventing women and children in the most vulnerable
communities from being exploited. To learn more about how Nomi is achieving results, read our annual report (pdf).

How We Do It

Provide Training
Nomi Network provides hands-on training through a one-on-one mentorship program with experienced designers and product development experts in the fashion industry.
Training sessions expose the women to new product development and design techniques. They have the opportunity to implement those techniques by creating products
that are sold in the global marketplace. In addition, Nomi Network's programs actively engage the women in problem solving and exploring new color and material
combinations in product development. The women receive training in conducting quality-control so their products are competitive in the global marketplace. Nomi Network
has a specialized employee readiness curriculum for women who are illiterate with no job experience in the formal sector. We offer women various opportunities to explore
other careers by connecting them to advanced training and other employment opportunities in their local community.

Who Nomi Serves
Human trafficking, also known as modern day slavery, is a severe violation of human rights. The two most common forms of human trafficking are for labor and sex. This
crime takes place when labor or commercial sex acts are induced by fraud, force or coercion. Harvard Research Fellow and Nomi Network Advisor, Siddharth Kara,
approximates that there are 32 million people in slavery today. However, because of the hidden nature of this crime, statistics about trafficking are estimates at best. Nomi

Network works with women in India and Cambodia who are survivors or at risk of sex trafficking or exploitation. Many women in the areas we serve are caught in a vicious
cycle of poverty and sexual abuse, becoming prime targets for traffickers. Those who are at the greatest risk of being sex trafficked or exploited are:
Women Who Have Been Sex Trafficked in the Past: Due to the psychological consequences of being trafficked including learned helplessness, complex trauma or
trauma bonds between perpetrator and victim, survivors of trafficking often believe they no longer have autonomy over their own lives. Women who have been trafficked in
the past are at high risk of being trafficked again.
Women Who Have Been Exploited for Other Forms of Labor: It is common for women who have been tricked or threatened into forced labor to eventually be sexually
exploited by their trafficker.
Children or Relatives of Victims of Sex Trafficking: In the communities in which we work prostitution is often a family business. Selling sisters, daughters, nieces, brother,
sons, and nephews for sex is a common practice. In many cases, this practice has gone on for generations and is woven into the family structure.
Women Who Currently Live in Poverty: Poverty greatly limits freedom of life choices and makes those in poverty vulnerable to various forms of extreme exploitation.
Because economic opportunity provides access to education, services and protection, poverty forces families to take risks and make compromises in order to survive and
often forces them apart, allowing children and dependents to be taken advantage of by traffickers and abusers.
Victims of Domestic Violence: Those that experience violence in intimate relationships and at home experience abuse in repetitive patterns of behavior that allow the
abuser to maintain power and control. These acts include physical harm, intimidation, social isolation, material deprivation, and emotional abuse. These patterns and the
feeling of having no way to escape allow victims of domestic violence to be easily transitioned into sexual exploitation.
Women or Children Forced into Marriage: Forced or early marriage is common in cultures where social norms marginalize the value and status of women. It takes place
when marriage occurs without valid consent of one or both parties and in which physical or emotional trauma is a factor. This practice often leads to social isolation and
domestic violence.
Religious and Ethnic Minorities: Due to various religious caste systems and other systematic forms of discrimination, members of religious and ethnic minorities suffer
higher levels of abuse and a lack of access to basic rights and protections, making them easy targets for traffickers.
The women we serve often identify as having one or many of these vulnerabilities concurrently. Citations: http://world-poverty.org/
http://www.thehotline.org/
http://traffickingresourcecenter.org/
http://www.plan-uk.org/because-i-am-a-girl/early-and-forced-marriage/

Interested in special projects or partnerships?
If you have a special interest in Nomi and would like to connect with someone on our team, send us a note.
We'd love to hear from you!
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Impact
Program Model
Nomi Made for a Better Life™

Sustainable Support by Empowerment
Nomi Network focuses on increasing the financial independence of women who are survivors and vulnerable to trafficking. We use a
three-fold strategy:
1. Provide entrepreneurship, leadership and technical skills to women to improve the design and quality of the products they
produce
2. Use modern marketing techniques to increase their access to the marketplace
3. Increase our partner organization's capacity to hire more women at risk and survivors of human trafficking
Our goal is to provide or increase capacity for employers to provide living wages to populations. We also partner with retailers to
increase access to consumers that demand products that are made ethically.

Programs

Market Access
Nomi Network creates market access for our local partners who employ survivors and women at risk of human trafficking. The products
are distributed via three channels: 1) online, 2) wholesale, and 3) direct sales. We also create marketing materials and social media
channels for organizations that employ survivors to gain exposure in the global marketplace.

Capacity Building
Our team bridges the gap between a vulnerable workforce and the marketplace to generate awareness and demand for survivor-made
products. Nomi Network's strategy is to partner with existing non-profit organizations and social enterprises that serve our target group.
We link these organizations that typically compete against each other for limited resources to create employment channels through
product development and sales. We provide them with technical assistance such as pattern making, quality control, product design and
development so they can create market-ready products. We build the management and production capacity of their staff while
connecting them to other partners that will help fill gaps within their respective enterprise.

Technical Training- Train the Trainer Program, Survivors for Survivors ™
Nomi Network provides hands-on training through a one-on-one mentorship program with experienced designers and product
development experts in the fashion industry. Training sessions expose the women to new product development and design techniques.
They have the opportunity to implement those techniques by creating products that are sold in the global marketplace. In addition, Nomi
Network's programs actively engage the women in problem solving from on the job to in their own communities. The women receive
training in conducting quality control so their products are competitive in the global marketplace. Nomi Network has a specialized
employee readiness curriculum for women who are illiterate with no job experience in the formal sector. The curriculum focuses on
building their self-confidence, motivation and leadership skills. We offer women various opportunities to explore other careers by
connecting them to advanced training and other employment opportunities in their local community.

Case Studies
Capacity Building, Cambodia Case Study
In 2009, Nomi began working with a local social enterprise and training center in Phnom Penh whose mission is to provide vocational
training and transitional jobs for survivors and women at risk of sex trafficking. Through our partnership, Nomi designed and developed
a product line that is made by survivors, which Nomi markets globally. The women receive competitive wages and medical care. All
proceeds from Nomi’s product sales are invested in improving benefits, training, and career development programs, as well as capacity
building and market access. Prior to receiving Nomi’s technical assistance and initial order of bags, the local social enterprise had
been planning to shut down due to insufficient product demand coupled with the downturn in the garment manufacturing industry. That
would have resulted in 23 women losing their jobs. Our initial order allowed them to keep their doors open and women employed. By
2011, as a result of increased demand for bags created by Nomi's marketing efforts, our partner was able to increase the number of
employed survivors to 80 and in 2012, Nomi was able to help the social enterprise secure an order from Walmart, one of the largest
global retailers.

Direct Training, India Case Study
In 2012, Nomi was awarded a competitive grant from the U.S. Department of State J/TIP office to launch a Train the Trainer program in
India. Nomi’s program is in Bihar, the poorest state in India, where there is persistent poverty, social inequalities, caste discrimination,
rapid urbanization and poor infrastructure. More than half the state’s children are underweight and more than three quarters of the
children under the age of three are anemic. Half of Bihar’s girls marry before they are 18 years old, and about two thirds of the women
are illiterate. Bihar is one of the most vulnerable states for the spread of HIV/AIDS due to high levels of income migration, the trafficking
of women and girls, and low awareness of HIV/AIDS. Using the Nomi curriculum, we provide leadership, entrepreneurship and
technical training to women who are survivors of sex trafficking, women at risk of human trafficking or women who are prospects for

intergenerational prostitution. Prior to the training, these women have no formal education or prior job experience and earn less than 75
cents per day, having three or four children to support. In a one-year period, however, we have witnessed drastic improvement in their
self-confidence, desire to learn, technical skill and propensity to earn stable income. The initial investment by the Department of State
enabled Nomi to train 84 women from 2012 to 2013. With additional training, 10% of the 84 women have the potential to become
entrepreneurs, 10% now have the desire to train and mentor other women in the red-light district, and the remaining women desire to
work in product manufacturing. Nomi has set up a small-scale production space but desires to grow and launch a production and
training center that has the capacity to serve and employ at least 100 women. The women who have become trainers will be effective in
training more women in Bihar and growing the workforce. Because they have received personal training from Supei, our Lead Trainer,
there is a strong foundation from which to grow our production capacity. Already during the training program, the women are able to
earn income for every product they make and the earnings are 200-250% above their average daily wage. Prior to the Nomi program,
most women either send their girls to be married or to work; unfortunately, in some cases their daughters end up in brothels. With
economic stability, however, the women at Nomi are standing up to their abusers, opening up savings accounts, establishing a microfinance group and sending their children to school. With a production and training center, Nomi is able to achieve even greater social
impact in a sustainable way. The Nomi model is replicable, and this production and training center will serve as the final piece to the
model. Bihar is arguably the most difficult region in the world in which to secure financial sustainability for the poorest that live in the
most remote and desolate regions. Training programs in the developing world appear and disappear; what makes Nomi unique is the
fact that we have a subject matter expert on the ground from the fashion industry involved in training the trainers and providing insight
on which products to make at each phase of their skill development. This coupled with the support of designers in New York City
positions Nomi to provide consumers with products that are made to empower women.
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Birthdays are for giving
Give your birthday to Nomi and you'll be getting something priceless back.
start a campaign

Make your birthday worth something more
Giving your birthday to Nomi is an amazing way to increase awareness and raise funds to help end human sex trafficking.
Here’s how to do it.
Pledge your birthday
We invite you to help support Nomi Network through a Birthday Fundraiser! Help strengthen our programs by leveraging your birthday to raise awareness and funds to empower
survivors and women at risk of human trafficking.
Setup a campaign
We invite you to utilize Crowdrise or another credible platform to keep track of your campaign. Crowdrise is an easy to use, highly rated website that supplies donors with tools to
help facilitate online fundraising campaigns. Setup a campaign with Crowdrise
Let your friends know
Now comes the fun part! Get the word out about your fundraiser to end human trafficking! Crowdrise makes it easy to share your campaign with friends through email and social
media. If you’re planning a party for your birthday, have your friends donate to your campaign instead of buying a gift!

Meet some people who did it
You don't have to be a superhero to make a difference. Although you might feel like one after.
These folks gave their birthday and got something priceless back.

Maria Choi
$3,000
As a volunteer for Nomi Network, and a member of the Young Executive Board, I recently visited Cambodia to help plan and build relationships to drive Nomi's growth. I also had the
amazing opportunity to meet Nomi, the namesake of the organization, a now 13 year old girl who could have benefited from Nomi Network's support and it changed my life. In July,
we will launch a satellite office in Phnom Pehn, Cambodia so Nomi can serve as a social enterprise "hub" in SE Asia and help thousands more women with economic
independence. Instead of cards, drinks, gifts and bbq dinners (I know, I'm sad too), I hope you will join me to raise $3,000 to help us launch the Nomi Network Cambodia office and
help provide freedom to women in Cambodia and India. We hope to expand our efforts throughout SE Asia...and eventually, all over the world!

Amanda Bränström
Turning 20 this year, I felt like extending the celebration of my birthday beyond partying and into something that could help others, while also engaging myself and my friends and
family. I am also curious how fundraising will be treated here in mid-Sweden, where I come from. Spending the fall of 2013 volunteering with Nomi Network was one of the best
things I've ever done. It was both fun and challenging, exhausting and empowering. I got to grow a lot as a person. In terms of fundraising, it really changed my view on giving and
engaging in giving - So many people were willing to give of their time and money to help our mission, but where did all of this generosity come from? Is it a more giving culture in
America? How can I learn from this and bring it back to Sweden? A Birthday Campaign was the ultimate project for my birthday. As a way of motivating people to donate and making
it more fun for everyone, myself included, I decided that, instead of a Fundraiser, I would do a FundRacer! This means I will run a 10K race from one mountaintop to the other,
dressed like it's Halloween, with a big smile on my face. Or maybe not. But nevertheless, if I can manage to get enough donations, I will race!

Farah Zulaikha
$TBD
International Model. Humanitarian. Ambassador for both UNICEF and Nomi Network. Medical student. It’s easy to take a look at Farah Zulaikha’s life right now and think that she
entered this world ready to conquer it. But if you ask Farah about the origins of her success, she points to her parents as her role models and guides. The youngest of her parents’
children, Farah never expected to be a model. Farah sees her humanitarian work as a natural extension of her parents' belief in reaching back and reaching out. “I never expected to
be a model. It was always just something I did for the experience. I always knew that I wanted to help and uplift others though. Looking at me now, you would never believe what my
parents had to go through to get here.” Farah held a benefit dinner on her birthday to honor her parents' influence in her life, and all proceeds raised went directly to Nomi Network
and empowering survivors of slavery. "It's difficult to have to be a girl, a woman, first and valued only for your gender." says Farah. Sponsors for this event included PMR Fountain of
Youth Laser & Aesthetic Center, Absolut Vodka, Chanel, Motives, BrVelle, and Salon Doriano with performances by Echoes of Sinatra and Music on the Move. There was a special
guest appearance by Bre Scullark of America’s Next Top Model; the face of Versace Jeans, Jordan Brooke Ostrander; and Hillary Williams, judo champion and the first and only
female referee in the sport of Brazilian Jiu-Jitsu. AAG TV also provided coverage for the event.

Libby
$3000
Why Nomi: After spending countless years trying to be simple and not make my birthday into a big deal, I finally decided to take advantage of an opportunity made known to me by
others who have also participated in birthday fundraisers. From volunteering with Nomi and taking the time to learn more about what they do to support and empower vulnerable
women, I knew I wanted to get involved and use my birthday to make a difference. Friends' reactions: I was amazed by all of the positive feedback from my friends and family, and
especially my Facebook community. So many of my Facebook friends were moved by the Crowdrise campaign that I received a ton of donations from people I barely knew or
haven't spoken to in years. Choosing to make my birthday about something bigger than myself also led to a lot of surprising donations from my coworkers and even parents of my
students. Feeling after campaign: I barely thought I would be able to raise $1,000, let alone three times that amount, but God is always so good at proving me wrong. I felt overjoyed
and incredibly blessed to have campaigned for an organization so close to my heart and to have had the privilege of inviting others along not just to help celebrate my birthday, but
more so to raise awareness of the injustices that are happening in and around our community.

Ready to make a difference with your birthday?
Start a Campaign
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